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Abstract

.-_TheTICCIT system represents a considerable technological

advance over previous CAI systems primarily because of its

unpreCedente& foundation. in instructional thgory. This

_..:to,aibrie.flY_AgsCt.ibeS,Ihe,theorybase-6f-theVICCIT _

system, it sUtmatIzeSsOte.reent advances in insti!Ucti6411,

-theory for sgquericing and synthesizing related ,parts=of'a

subjett-Matierand it describes three major implications

of those advances fO/ thg,designof future: thebry-based:

CAT-8-7§-tems. Those iMpiications cOncerh (.1) the SeIgctiOn

of content, (:2) the use of strategies fot-S'equenC#g,

synthesizing, and summarizing, and C3) the prOViSion of

knoidedge necessary for the learner t6 make good.-strate&

deciSi6n§.
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TICCIT TO THE FUTURE: ADVANCES IN

INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY FOR CAI

The TICCIT system (Time-shared Interactive Computer-

riehtr6ried Information Television., j.o-iatlydeveloped---bythe---

Mitre Corporation and' Brigham Young Uniyersity), represents

a considerable technological advance over previous CAI

(Computer-assisted instruction) systems for several reasons,

the most important of which is its unprecedented foundation_

in instructional theory. However, TICCIT represents what

will soon appear to be only a primitive first step in the

development of instructional-theory-based CAI systems.

First, this paper briefly describes TICCIT'S'' theory

base. Then it summarizes some recent advances in instruc=

tional theory regarding the sequencing and syntheSizing of

subject matter. And finally, it discusses three major

implications of those advances for the deSign of future

theory-based CAI systems.

TICCIT'S THEORY BASE

At the time that TICCIT's software was being designed

at Brigham Young University, M. David Merrill vas developing

a theory for instructional strategies which- relate to the

teaching Of a single concept, principle, procedure, etc.

(Merrill VBaUfwell,_1973, Merrill, Richards, 'Schmidt,
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Wood 1977; Merrill-& Wood, 1974 1975a, 1975b). Such

strategies have -come- to be called presentation strategies,

and they include such strategy cemponents as generality,

examjnes, practice items,, and "helps". Helps make it

easier to understand each of the other strategy, components

by relating the generality to an example, point by paint,

r by-tenting an= example or the solution to a practice

l

3

strategy*COmponents, could In turn be broken-down- into it

components. For instance,, eNapj:es '(i) should be divergent

on variabie attributes; ,(2), should have. that

are matched on variable Sttr4buteste the examples,. (1):

Should. haVe attribute isolation, and ,(4) should use a

variety of representation forms,

The result of these simultaneous activities-was the

design and development of the -first important theory=baged

CAI system. The instructional displayswere divided into

different types based on Merrill's theory -- generalities,

examples of' each .genetalit, praCtice on the use of each

generality, helps on_eaCh_of_those three types of displays

an& three categories of difficulty on the exaMples and_prac,

tice, The system was designed with a special keyboard that

enables. the learner to select any one of the types of

aiSplayS strategy components) whenever S/he- wants;'.
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In this way, the learner is given control over the timing

and quantity of each presentation strategy component. This

not only gives the learner access to the kind of instruc-

tional display that s/he needs at any moment, but it also

teaches the learner good learning strategies that s/he can

use to great advantage off line. For a more in-depth

description of TICCIT and its theory base, see Merrill,

Fletcher, and Schneider (in press).
ADVANCES IN INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY

Through joint funding from Briglia-m1 Young University

and the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center,

Reigeluth and Merrill have been working for the past year

on further developing their theory on strategies for

structuring (i.e., for selecting, sequencing, summarizing,

and synthesizing) related parts of a subject matter for

instruction. It is beyond the scope of this paper to

provide more than a_brief_summary of this elaboration

theory of instruction. For a more in-depth description,

the reader is referred to the recent progress report on the

project (Reigeluth, Merrill, et al., Note 1).

As a. part of their elaboration theory, Reigeluth and

Merrill have developed a model for Sequencing and synthe-

sizing the related parts of a subject matter. First, the
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instruction should begin with an epitome, which provides a

general overview of the major parts of the subject matter

and of the major relationships among those parts. Second,

the instruction provides an elaboration on each of those

parts, which adds detail or Complexity to the genera under-__
standing of 'each. Third-, -at -the end' of each elaboration,

the instruction provides a synthesizer,, which shows the

important relationships among the sub-parts comprising the

elaboration and which shows the context of the elaborated

part within the epitome. Fourth, after all the elaborations

have been presented and syntht-,sized, the instruction.

provides an expanded epitome, which shows the important

relationships among the parts of the different parts of

the epitome (i. -e., between a part of one part and a part of

a different part). Fifth, the instruction provides second-

level elaborationswhich elaborate on elaborations rather

than on the epitome--if such is necessary to,bring the

student to the depth of understanding specified by the

Objectives of the instruction. And sixth, the instruction

provides a) a synthesizer after each second-level elabora-

tion, b) an expanded- epitome after all the second-level

elaborations on a single elaboration, and cy a' terminal

epitome at the end of the instruction.

The nature of the epitomes and synthesizers is dictated

by the type of orientation structure which is selected on
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on the basis of-the goals of the course. There are three

types of orientation structures: conceptual, theoretical,

and procedural.

Conceptual orientation structures show superordinate/

coordinate/subordinate relations among concepts. There

are three important types- of such structures-: parts

taxonomies, which show the concepts that are components of

other concepts; kinds taxonomies, which show the concepts

that are varieties of other concepts; and Matrices, which

are the crossing of two taxonomies.

Theoretical orientation structures show cause-and,

effect relations among concepts. There are two important

types of such structures (often referred to as models):

those which describe natural phenomena, which are invariant;

and those which describe ways to achieve some end, which

are goal-oriented and therefore vary as goals vary.

Procedural orientation structures show procedural

relations among event concepts. There are also two impor-

twit types of ,suchs-trurtures_: those which show procedural-
.:

prerequisite relations, which specify the order(s) for

performing the steps of a single procedure; and those which

show procedural-decision relations, which describe the
. ^

factors necessary far deciding which alternative procedure

or sub=procedure to use in a given situation.,
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Supporting structures are similar to orientation

structures except that. they are much smaller in scope and

are nested within a single_part of an orientation structure.

Supporting structures may be- conceptual, theoretical,

procedural, or learning structures. Learning structures

show the reariiiiig piere4b1Site for concepts and winciples

in the other three kinds of structures. In addition, a

list may be used as a supporting structure when there is a

linear relation among concepts.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CAI

4 .

One of the greatest deficiences that have been'

encountered on both the TICCIT system and the PLATO system,

as well as in other types of modular instruction, is the.

problem of."splintering" or lack of synthesis and integra-

tion of the 'nodules or segments of instruction. The recent

advances in instructional theory outlined aboye hold much

promise for solving this problem.

A radically different function for subject-mattei

structure iS.descibed above. Instructional designers for

CAI,. like those for other media of instruction, have

traditionally thought of subject-matter structure as a

framework for guiding the design of instructional sequences:

But the above-described theory views it as that plus a lot
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more. Structure should itself be taught. It should be a

part of the instruction in order to teach the important

interrelationships within a subject matter. Including such

interrelationships in the instruction should solve the

problem of splintering and should help increase the

student's long-term retention, transfer, and motivation.

Accordingly, future'CAI systems should teach structure

along with the modules in a manner similar to that described

above: begin with a general epitome, continue with alter-

nating,elaborations and, synthesizers, and end with a complex

epitome. But the implications, of this instructional model

.go beyond considerations for the design of the instruction

ora--d.ifferent design of the CAI system

itself.

The remainder of this paper discusses three important

implications for the design of future theory -based -CAI

systems: (1) the CAI system should provide a large degree

of learner control over the selection of content; (2 -) it

should provide learner control over components of the other

kinds of structural strategies (i.e., sequencing;- summariz-

ing, and synthesizing strategies).; and (3) it should provide

the learner with the kinds af knowledge and information

necessary for him/her to thake good decisions.
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Learner Control Over Selection of Content

As CAI systems start entering homes as well as schools,

learners are going to demand* increasing -capabilities of-CAI

to provide leatnef control over the selection of content

without cumbersome and demotivating "bottom up" sequences

being forced on them. It will also become increasingly

important that the instruction be designed in ways that are

more motivational and enjoyable for the learner.. The above-

Mentioned advances in instructional theory for synthesizing

and sequencing hold much promise for meeting these needs.

SOme aspects of the elaboration theory of instruction

facilitate learner control over content, while others impede

it. A good analogy (for showing the implications of the

elaboration theory of instruction for learner-control -over-

the selection of content) is the use of a zoom lens to take

a look at a painting. A person usually starts with a wide-

angle view, which shows the major parts of the painting and

the major relationships among those parts (e.g., the compo-

sition or balance of the picture). The person can then

zoom in on whichever part of the picture that interests

him/her. Zooming in one "level" allows the person to see

the major subparts of that part and the major relationships

among those subparts. This again provides a basis for the

Viewer to select whichever subpart most interests him/her

11
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for zooming in for more detail. If s/he reaches a point

where s/he is no longer interested in more detail on a

part, the person could zoom back out to a point where s /he

is interested in more detail on one of the parts.

In a similar way, the elaboration model starts on a

very broad, general level and gradually divides it into

parts and the parts into parts. This approach provides the

learner with sufficient knowledge to be a basis for

selecting conteat; and the general -to- detailed. organization

allows the learner to learn what s/he wants to learn without

having to go through a series of learning prerequisites that

are on too low a level of detail to interest him/her much

at this point anyway. As. becomes interested in more

detail, s/he will want to learn those detailed prerequisites

because s/he will see and understand their importance for

learning the detail that interests him/her.

But how snould this influence the design of future

CAI systems? First, it requires software and a keyboard

that will allow the learner to select any part of a lesson

for further elaboration. Something like the TICCIT map

structure should work fairly well if instruction was pro-

vided at all map levels nstead of just at the bottom. level

cbut the nature of the contents of the maps would often be

very different--each lower level would :be parts of the
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boxes on the next higher level). Second, it will require

software that will provide expanded epitomes that are

expanded only on the parts that the learner has selected

for elaboration.

But both of theSe characteristics are more complex

than they may at firs-tseenn- When a person looks at one

part of a-picture-in detail Cthrough the -zoom-Iensl, this

is likely to influence what s/he "sees" in the subsequent

parts of the picture. Such elaborative dependence is an

extremely important factor for instruction; in order for

instruction on a part to be most effective, the related

parts that a learner has already studied should usually

be taken into account in the design of that part.. This

somewhat impedes the design and implementation of instruc,

tion for learner control over the selection of content--but

not insurmountably. This is where the special capabilities

of CAI come in. CAI can keep track of what the student has

studied and can modify each subsequent elaboration, and

even the synthesizers, accordingly.

You have probably noticed that learner control over the

selection of content implies a certain amount of learner

control over the sequencing of content. Since these two

types of structural strategies are so interrelated, it would

be helpful now to discuss the implications of the advances

13

ti
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in instructional theory for sequencing, summarizing, and

synthesizing strategies.
Learner -Control -Over. Other` ttfliettital strategies.... .

To- continue the .zoom- Iens analogy, the. viewer could be

given- control over the order in which s/he- lookS at parts

of the picture, regardless of whether or not s/he- had con-

trol over entirely skipping certain parts., The viewer could

zoom in first on -those parts of the picture that interest
him/her .most. The viewer may choose to zoom. in Very little
before zooming back out t the wide -angle. view to- see the

context of the Slightly more detailed-Part of the picture.

This is equivalent to learner control over -frequency of

synthesis as well as over type of sequence.) 0r theviewer-

may -continue to- zoom- in- fer even. greater -de_taiI on that_ same

,part of the picture. And, if the, viewer chooses- to _zeom-

-back out right slhe, could continue to -take short

zoom -ins on_.ail the. parts- of _the. _whole picture: :before -taking,

longer toom,--inS on any part.

One can readily see that__the__peSSibilities for the

-vieWer, has for-= the learner, are- almost infinite as to
different -patterns that could be followed. Unforttinately,

up; to now the zoom has hardly been used at inStrUc-

tiong. Most :sequences. begin with, the lens zoomed' all the

way in. at one corner of the piCture and proceedwith the lens,
-
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loOked on that "level of detail;--to-syStematiciffy cover 706

entire scene._ This has had-unfoktOnate consequences -both

for integtatiOnl-and-IbtmOtivation-.,

Again, the AlAeStion-atiSes aS,to,ihOW-these.notionS of

silmtaTilihg,, andsyhthesizing: should influence

the design- of future .CAI. SysteMs, First;;. experience on

the Tirgit sY,s"tbi4914$ that learlier-COntroi.Ovet. strategy

components isbenefiCial.fot.affeCt and Motivation,

for ,effettiVenesS and.-efficiency. Therefore, a special

keyboard, similar to the-One for learnet control over

Tresentation sttaegieS- ShOUWbe eteated-to give the.

learner.control over some strategy compOnents for these

three types of strategies. For instance, this keyboard

could allow-himther to tefer_back,to the epitome at 'any

time, it could allow- hip/iher to see a summarizer at any

time (i.e., a concise statement of all The generalities s/he

has studied in-that elaboration-up to that time), and it

could allow him/her to select any part of the epitome -or of

an_elabotation-_-fOr further elaboration. Second, to handle

variations in sequencing, software must be created to sciive-

the problem of elaborative dependence. The computer should

vary many elaborations somewhat depending on what elabora-

tions the student has and has not already studied.
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Rowever, even with this. AbiliIy to overcome :the problem

of elaborativedependence, there are-certain facets of

sequencing conT,ent,that should not be open to learner-con-

trol. If the purpose of the instruction is the efficient

performance of a procedure, there is a certain sequence

that will optimize learning (see Reigeluth, Merrill, et a

Note And to a lesser extent, if the purpose of the

instruction is the attainment of a certain depth and breadth

of understanding of related principles, there is als0 a

specific sequence that will optimize learning (see ReigelUth,

Merrill, et al.,- Note EUt if the purpose of the \

instruction is an understanding .of the basic Concepts in a

field, then the sequence is not nearly as important as iofig

as_ it follows some kind Dfa top-down pattern.,(i.,,e.,..gen7

eral-to-detailed sequence). Elaborative dependence is alSo-

minimal for such a conceptual approach. In Other wordS,

if f-a procedural or a theoretical orientatibriSttUciUre, is

used-, then learner control Over both content'4and ttategy,

components will often be inadvisable; whereas if a concep-

tual orientation strUcture is used., then learner control

over both content and strategy (1mponents should have no

detrimental effects.

The conceptual orientation. structure is basically a

eneral education" approach, to= a subject matter and is,
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the approach for which learner control over content would-be

most important. Procedural and theoretical structures could

also be nested within the conceptual orientation structure,

such that,the learner could decide whether and when to study

eathsuChInested typeofoontent;_bUt Once s /-he decided to-

study one-Of theSeHnested,COMponentS hiS/her selection-and

sequence- of content -within. that,tothponeht ,WOuld.,be

4lthough_itwOuld follOw the elaboration- model pattern,

'-flOWeVer-, even- in cases for which. there an Op-till-al

sequence for all learnerS to fdildW
!

{i.e., for procedural

And theoretical structures) there may be-many circumstances

in which the benefits from-learner control over content wourd--

YoutiATO:g4-the- costs of a non.optimal sequence, particularly

if the learner were given infOrMation about optimal sequences.

so that s/he would not vary too fat from the optimal. This

leads us to the third implication of elaboration theory for

CAI: the CAI system should provide the learner with the

kinds of knowledge and information necessary for him/her to

make good learner-control decisionS.

'Knowledge for Effective Learner Control

For accommodating individual differences, we haVe just

Advocated giving- the learner co'ntr'ol 6,Ver_the,Selection of

'its,triffereilionents rather than having different

"tracks" for different types of students. We advocate this
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'evenif research shows that scertain -strategy° is always 'best

for a certain type of student for the following reasons:

(1) if the student characteristic cannot be- changed - -such as

certain kinds of aptitude--it is important for the student to

learn which strategies are best for him/her and (2) if the

Student characteristic can be changed--such as a poor learn-

ing strategy--it is much more important to improve it than to

provide an instructional strategy (or method) that minimizes

that shortcoming. CAI systems, like an ihStruttionar

systems, should have built-in programs for improving such

student characteristics.

We mentioned above that experientedffthe TTCCIT

system shows that reamer control over presentation strategy

components is beneficial--for affect and motivation, as well

as for effectiveness and efficiency.' But in order to be

maximally beneficial, the learner must know (1) the nature of

the contents of each strategy option and (2) the nature of

the effects on learning of each of those options (e.g., a

help, some more practice, a harder example). Without such

knowledge, learner control may actually be detrimental. With

such knowledge, the student makes far better decisions than

any "program" ever could about whether s/he,upon doing a
wrong,

practice problem should rework the practice problem, look at

the practice help, look at an example, or just go on to

another practice item.
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thavthe'samew±iibe just as true for-

learner control over structural strategies; that the learner

must know (1) the nature of the contents of each 'strategy

option and (2) the nature of the effects on learning of each

of those options. kThis notion is not unique to learner

control. Students would also learn better from textbooks if

they were given instruction in optimal learning strategies

for learning from -exts.)

But how can this be applied to CAI? The knowledge

that the learner needs for effective learner control has two

components, which should be provided in two different ways.

First, the nature of the contents of each strategoption

could be taught in an introductory module on the C-AI systeM.

This is a Concept-classification task that should be taught

with generalities, examples, practice, summarizers, etc.

Second, the learner needs to learn when to use eadh of those

strategy options--i.e., what each contributes to learning

1

and what kinds of learning problems each can solve. This can

be implemented in two ways: (1) teach some rules for the

use and effects of each option in a second introductory

module (complete with generalities, examples, practice,

summarizers, etc..) and (2) provide an "advisor" program to

give advice to the learner

The advisor could provide advice under two conditions:

(1) whenever the student requests it with a special learner
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.control button(as, onthe TICCIT system) and (.2), whenever

both a) the student's strategy is found to be ineffective

and b) the student is varying from the rules for effective

use of the strategy options. The advisor program must keep

track of the pattern of use of strategy options and compare

it against an "ideal" created from. the rules. Deviations

from the ideal should 1)e analyzed as to which- rule(s)- i's(are)

Viblatd and make correspondIng recommendations. Some parts

-1)f :error ,analyses on: a-student's practice items and tests

could also be 'ised as a basis for advice to learners.'

But perhaps the "ideal" pattern of use of strategy

-optionswil-lvaryfromone7kearnertoanother. CAI has a

unique capability- for accommodating this probability. The

error analyses on a student's practice items and tests could-

be used as a basis for changing the "ideal" patter's for

different learners and for different conditions for each

learner. Also, some student "aptitudes" (see Cronbach &
.

Snow, 1-977) may provide reriable-Wagis for modifying the

advice for each learner; but care must be taken to periodi-
--

cally monitor changes in those. aptitudes and to update their

inputs to the adVisor for each student.
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The future of CAI lies in instructional theory -bayed

systems because of their greater effectivenesl, and effi-

ciency. The major problem in the development of such

systems' has been that instructional theory was insufficient=

Ay developed for theOry-based Systems to make much
-

difference. But recent adVances have changed Ithis situa-

tion, and continued progress in the development of

instructional theory holdS even -more -promise for-the

future.

First, we briefly described the theory base of the

TICCIT system, which is the first important theory- based.

CAI system. Its theory base is in the area of presentation

strategies, and it waS implemented with a special keyboard

providing learner control over the timing and quantity of

certain presentation strategy components: primarily

generalities, examples, practice, and helps.

Then we summarized some recent advances in

instructional theory for sequencing and synthesizing

related parts of a subject matter. The elaboration theory

of instruct n includes the use of such strategy components

as an epitome, elaborations on that epitome, synthesizers

on those elaborations, anexpanded epitome, second-level

elaborations, synthesizers for those secone-level
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elaorations, and a termiria-l'ePi:ItOme-, The nature pf the,

synthesTierS and epitomes depends upon the type of

structure being taught: ,conceptual, theoretical, or

procedural.. These strategy cbmpOnent-S C-a-ri 'be used in

ways similar to the use of a- zoom -lens -for viewing- :ã--

picture.

Finally, we-. described three 'Major implications of

those advances- in instructional theory for the design of

future theory-based cm systems. First, the CAI system

should provide a large degree of learner control over the

selection of content. Second, the system should provide

learner control over components of sequencing strategies,

summarizing strategies, and synthesizing strategies. And

third, it should- provide the learner with the kinds of

kAbwledge and information necessary for him/her to make

good, decisions. This knowledge and information could be

provided (1) in introductory modules which teach the
4)

learner
A
the nature of the contents of each strategy optibn

and rules about the effects, and use of each of thoseA

options, and C2)* in an .advisor program whiCh gives both

-and- unsolicited- -a dvict"to the learner.
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